[Fractal dimension--a new EEG-based method of assessing the depth of anaesthesia].
It has been suggested that analysis of the EEG signal using the fractal dimension method may be useful for assessment of depth of anaesthesia. Thirty ASA I and II patients, scheduled for elective surgery under general anaesthesia were induced with midazolam, fentanyl and propofol and paralyzed with rocuronium or cis-atracurium. Clinical signs of the depth of anaesthesia were classified to one of five OAA/S levels. Standard vital parameters were observed and brain electrical activity was measured using the bispectral index (BIS) and burst suppression ratio (BSR). The EEG signal was recorded and processed postoperatively to calculate Higuchi's fractal dimension (FD). The latter was presented as a derivative: (D(F)-1) x 100. Mean correlation coefficients between OAA/S scale levels, and BIS and (D(F)-1) x 100 values, were respectively: 0.749+/-0.172 and 0.753+/-0.220. In 28 (93.3%) patients, BIS correlated well with FD (r=0.63+/-0.33). In twenty cases, burst suppression occurred and the correlation coefficient between BIS and DF was much lower (r=0.5860+/-3650), when compared to the group of 10 patients in which no burst suppression was detected (r=0.711+/-0.251). Appropriate correction was made using the following formula: D(FK)=D(F)-(D(F) x BSR). The mean correlation coefficient between BIS values and D(FK) in the BS group was r=0.629+/-0.331. In all cases, the mean correlation coefficient between (D(F)-1) x 100 and BIS was r=0.661+/-0.307 (p<0.001). The fractal dimension method can be regarded as equal to BIS for assessment of depth of anaesthesia.